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Operation Hammer  

When is the last time you had to save your country? 
Operation Hammer is a crossover historical fiction science 
fiction novel in which a young battalion leader Steve Nole is 
thrown into a fight or die situation, literally and figuratively, 
to find himself both a survivor and a hero who rescues his 
country from collapse.  This fast paced adventure novel 
shows how teamwork leads to success.     
  
Operation Hammer is not like most conventional novels. 
Using animals ranging from lizards to birds it changes the 
way readers normally read novels. When approached to the 
idea of reading the book people take a step back hearing it 
uses animals. Conflict between animals is very aggressive 
giving the book an edgy tone.   

Issues presented are real and relevant to many tweens, 
teens, and young adults helping readers connect to the story. 
It is also a deeply moving look at the impact of a quick 
moving plot on some underprepared, flawed characters. 
Readers are finding Operation Hammer to be a powerful 
story of redemption, conviction, and friendship.   

Selling Points  
• Original science fiction story and characters … not ‘fan 

fiction’   
• Follows under the popular war genre because of the use 

of animals and humans in heavy nonstop shooting 

action.  
• Topically and socially relevant to current events  
• Active social media presence that involves the reader in 

animals/human conflict, the book series, and the author  

  

Marketing & Publicity  
• Promoted on indie-author blogs.  
• Positive ratings on Amazon.com and Goodreads.com by 

readers and reviewers. 
• Local and Internet-enabled author appearances. 
• Online presence (animalconflictseries.wordpress.com) 

includes blog content and more information on the 
books.  
  

About the Author  
For years Ezekiel wrote stories about various heroes and 

characters that featured animals and humans. Now he has 

moved to the vicious publishing world to try to make a crack 

with his new title Operation Hammer. He is proud to hail 

from the state of New Jersey where his avid reading habits 

formed. He loves to mix the fate of animals and  

  

  
  


